
TIME TO HARNESS THE POWER OF THE TIGER!

As we usher in the Year of the Tiger, we invite you on an epic journey of untold proportions. 
Set against the rolling hills in a wondrous Chinese garden, players will be blessed with 
willpower, courage and personal strength to take on the Tiger as he navigates the reels on this 
boundless adventure.

At the heart of Tiger Kingdom is the INFINITY REELS™ mechanic played across expanding 
Infinity Reels set ensuring there are no caged Tigers in this game!

Players will notice some familiarities to guide them through the bonus. Those who possess 
the wisdom of the Tiger will be able to collect power-up’s, multipliers and additional.

Live life with strength, bravery and riches.

ID: tigerkingdom
Columns x Rows: 3 x 3 (Expanding)
RTP: 96.23% (96.87% for feature buy) 
Payout Mechanic: Infinity Reels (Base) 
Coin Collect (FS)
Volatility:       out of
Max Win Per Collected Symbol: 4 x bet

Max Win (Simulated): 23,918 x bet
Default Free Spin Cost: €0.10
Hit Frequency: 18.83%
Average Win Free Spins: 96.87 x bet 
Min Bet: €0.20
Max Bet: €50



RE-SPIN 

Re-spins are awarded when symbols match across the 3 reels.

When this happens, reels move to the left, the matched symbol from reel 1 is collected and 
the rightmost reel re-spins.

Re-spins continue as long as new matching symbols continue to land during the re-spins.

Multiplier symbols are present during the re-spins, collecting one will double, triple or 
quadruple the symbols collected up until that moment.

Apart from multiplier symbols there exists an Extra Row symbol, which adds an extra row to 
the grid once collected. At most two Extra Row symbols can be awarded. 
 

WIN PROBABILITIES

FEATURES

BIG WIN 
(bet multiplier 15+) 

1 in 138

EPIC WIN  
(bet multiplier 60+) 

1 in 501

MEGA WIN  
(bet multiplier 30+) 

1 in 272



BONUS ROUND

Collecting 3 or more BONUS symbols will trigger the feature. Once the feature starts, a 
number of “coin symbols” equal to the number of collected bonus symbols will spin in, 
revealing a value as a multiplication of bet and award 3 re-spins.

When symbols are present on all 3 reels, the reels move to the left, symbols present on reel 1 
are collected and their values applied to the total win, the re-spin count is reset to 3, and the 
rightmost reel re-spins.

The Bonus round features different symbol behaviours that can also interact together:

Special Symbols will act each time they land or move left.

The Bonus Round comes to an end when the re-spin counter reaches 0.

Persistent Symbols will begin to act once they have been collected 
and will perform their action before each re-spin.

Normal Coin - Reveals 
a value between 1x 

and 10x bet.

Super Coin - Reveals 
a value between 20x 

and 100x bet.

Collector - Collects all other coin values on the reels.

Payer - Increase the coin value up to 3 positions on the 
reels with the value it carries.

Sniper -  Multiplies up to 3 positions on the grid that 
carry a coin value, with X2, X3 or X4.

Persistent Collector - Collects all visible coin values on the reels.

Persistent Payer - Increase the coin value of up to 3 positions  
on the reels.

Persistent Sniper - Multiplies up to 3 positions on the grid that 
carry a coin value with X2, X3 or X4.

Reset +1 - Increases 
the re-spin counter 
reset value by one.

Extra row - Adds an 
extra row to the grid. At 

most two extra rows 
can be awarded.

FEATURES



When symbols match in any position on all three reels, 
the symbol on reel one is collected. Collecting at least one 
symbol constitutes a win.

HIGH

LOW

BONUS MULTIPLIER

SYMBOLS

PAYOUT MECHANICS

LANGUAGES

APPROVED JURISDICTIONS

Denmark Great Britain Latvia Romania

Estonia Isle of Man Malta Sweden

Bahasa Indonesia Dutch Hungarian Polish Thai

Bahasa Melayu English Italian Portuguese Turkish

Chinese (Simplified) Estonian Japanese Romanian Vietnamese

Chinese (Traditional) Finnish Korean Russian

Croatian French Khmer Slovak

Czech German Lithuanian Spanish

Danish Greek Norwegian Swedish


